


The Quiet Space Collection is a steel 
framed cubicle, that allows for the creation 
of secluded contemplative spaces within the 
restless and hypercollaborative environments 
at work. 

It is primarily targetted towards creating a 
space for the those with introvert personality 
traits to have a place to escape. 

It creates a of sound-dampening glass walled 
enclosure.

Steelcase Collaboration with Susan Cain,
The Quiet Space Collection
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troverts.





Envato’s office consists of interesting quiet 
areas enveloped in wooden beams as 
great alternatives to the open plan working 
stations, as well as glass walled private 
meeting rooms and strategically placed 
quirky walls with quirky graphic pieces 
delineating boundaries within the office.

Buro Architects, Envato’s Melbourne Headquarters
Photography: John Marmaras, Devika Bilimoria & Josh Janssen 
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“Take A (Photo) Tour Of Envato’s Melbourne Headquarters”. 
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Melbourne’s University Square 
pergolas enveloped by greenery 
create a comfortable sitting space 
to escape the stressful university 
life for a brief moment.

University of Melbourne & Victorian Government,  Melbourne, 
University Square
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KLIA Jungle Boardwalk provides a calm 
space surrounded by nature in the midst of 
the fast pace airport environment.

The space is enclosed within glass walls with 
no roof allowing the plants to grow in open 
air, boardwalk that meander through the 
“jungle” facilitating circulation.

Kisho Kurokawa, Kuala Lumpur International Airport (KLIA) 
Jungle Boardwalk
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The Art West building offers a unique 
variety of break out spaces, great for 
students to conduct informal studies.

The building consists of Fabric Partitions 
(curtains) and cleverly positioned corners, to 
create cosy and secluded study spots with 
beautifully patterned walls next to windows 
for ample light exposure. As well as, 
impromptu and “pop up” study areas.   

ARM Architecture, University of Melbourne, Arts West Building  
Photography: Patricia Fagilde(2017)





The MSD library offers great alternatives to 
its group study desks, through the clever use 
of book shelves as walls it creates secluded 
spots for students to conduct their studies in 
private. As well as, enclosed project rooms 
for private group meetings.

John Wardle Architects & NADAAA Melbourne School of Design (MSD) 
Library 
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